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Abstract

Introduction: Process mapping provides insight into systems and processes in which improvement interventions are introduced and is seen as useful in healthcare quality improvement projects. There is little empirical evidence on the use of process mapping in healthcare practice. This study advances understanding of the benefits and success factors of process mapping within quality improvement projects.

Methods: Eight quality improvement projects were purposively selected from different healthcare settings within the UK’s National Health Service. Data were gathered from multiple data-sources, including interviews exploring participants’ experience of using process mapping in their projects and perceptions of benefits and challenges related to its use. These were analysed using inductive analysis.

Results: Eight key benefits related to process mapping use were reported by participants (gathering a shared understanding of the reality; identifying improvement opportunities; engaging stakeholders in the project; defining project’s objectives; monitoring project progress; learning; increased empathy; simplicity of the method) and five factors related to successful process mapping exercises (simple and appropriate visual representation, information gathered from multiple stakeholders, facilitator’s experience and soft skills, basic training, iterative use of process mapping throughout the project).

Conclusions: Findings highlight benefits and versatility of process mapping and provide practical suggestions to improve its use in practice.
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Introduction

Improving the quality of care in a context of increased complexity and reduced resources is a significant global challenge. Recent evidence shows that most of the quality and safety problems in healthcare are caused by operational and systems criticalities.¹⁻⁵ System redesign and the adoption of process-oriented management practices are therefore crucial to improve patients’ outcomes and efficiency of care delivery.⁵⁻¹⁰ Over the last 15 years, healthcare systems have drawn on tools and methods from industrial engineering to improve quality and safety.¹¹⁻¹⁵ One such method, process mapping (PM) – also commonly referred to as Process Modelling –, focuses on the systems and processes into which new interventions are introduced. Within quality improvement (QI) projects, PM might be used in conjunction with visual management (VM) tools or other tools typical of industrial engineering to gain a better understanding of current practice and to design enhanced processes.¹⁶ Since it was first introduced, the term PM has been used to designate a number of approaches and techniques. In the present study, the term refers to the ‘entire approach that leads to a holistic understanding of the process under review’.¹⁶ By reviewing methodological
literature on PM, we found that this approach includes the following five phases: PM organization and process identification, information gathering, map generation, process analysis and taking improvement forward.\textsuperscript{7,16–20} This concept of PM goes beyond the technical aspects related to the generation of the process map (visual representation of the process under analysis)\textsuperscript{16} and embraces the social aspects involved in the PM process, such as interactions between participants.

Focusing on this definition of PM, we have conducted a review of empirical literature describing the use of PM in healthcare, which aimed to improve current knowledge on context of use, benefits and quality of reported use of PM in healthcare. This study has fed into a protocol for a full systematic review which is now under way.\textsuperscript{21}

Reviewed studies have demonstrated that within QI projects, PM is used in a variety of healthcare settings and applications, as a stand-alone methodology or as part of techniques such as lean manufacturing, six sigma, failure mode effects analysis (FMEA), or costing approaches (e.g. TDABC – time-driven activity-based costing).\textsuperscript{11–14} Studies have also highlighted that PM is particularly useful for mapping complex healthcare processes as it provides improvement teams with insight into ‘work as is’ rather than ‘work as imagined’.\textsuperscript{22–26} Similar to VM tools, typical of Lean interventions, PM can be seen as a communication tool supporting engagement and collaboration of healthcare professionals within improvement projects.\textsuperscript{27,28} However, in contrast to other techniques, PM plays a unique role within change processes in providing a shared understanding of complex systems in a way which is readily understandable by a wide range of stakeholders.

Although the informed and systematic use of PM in healthcare is advocated by researchers and practitioners,\textsuperscript{29–32} it is not routinely used in improvement approaches within healthcare organizations.\textsuperscript{31–34} Early findings from our systematic literature review\textsuperscript{21} show that, despite the number of studies reporting on the use of PM in healthcare increasing during the last 10 years, there are still few examples of documented use of this tool in the healthcare sector.

The application in the healthcare setting of tools and approaches which are well established in other industries, such as PDSA, statistical process control or lean, is often difficult.\textsuperscript{35} This is partly due to the environment, culture and requirements of healthcare, which greatly differ from other service and manufacturing sectors.\textsuperscript{31} Healthcare processes are highly complex, variable and dynamic. The complexity of these processes is increased by the fact that they usually take place across different medical departments or even different organizations,\textsuperscript{36,37} thus involving a variety of stakeholders, from patients to highly specialized professional groups, each with diverse backgrounds and motivations.

The wide range of stakeholders involved and the discretionary nature of clinical decision making, make the success of a QI initiative heavily dependent on the engagement of all the participants of the process of care and their effective communication.\textsuperscript{38–40} Research findings show that to embrace the complexity characterizing healthcare systems, it is important to unpack the ‘black box’ of QI approaches in order to understand how they work in reality and how context factors such as local culture, leadership styles, and team experience of QI can influence their effective use in practice.\textsuperscript{35,41}

To address this issue, Kaplan et al.\textsuperscript{41} have developed the MUSIQ (model for understanding success in quality) framework analysing context factors influencing healthcare QI projects and their relationships.\textsuperscript{41} However, there is little empirical research on how these context factors may influence the use of PM within healthcare improvement initiatives.

Previous literature describes only isolated empirical implementations of PM in healthcare and the analysis of articles reviewed in our systematic literature review\textsuperscript{21} shows that in most of these studies, the way in which PM exercises are conducted is poorly documented.\textsuperscript{42,43} A few papers in the healthcare literature provide suggestions on how to conduct a PM exercise.\textsuperscript{18–20} Detailed practical guidelines for PM both in the healthcare\textsuperscript{7} and non-healthcare\textsuperscript{16,17} field have also been developed by experts and practitioners. However, these studies assume a specific perspective and do not explicitly take into account the context in which improvement interventions are introduced.

Only one study has derived PM success factors from empirical research on real projects, drawing on case-studies of nine PM projects in three Australian organizations.\textsuperscript{44} However, this study was outside healthcare and the perspectives analysed by the researchers were limited to modellers and project sponsors.

The lack of knowledge of QI methods and their applicability in healthcare is an obstacle to their adoption and embedding into practice.\textsuperscript{45} Improved empirical understanding of the use of PM within QI projects is therefore required to ensure that people working in the healthcare environment are aware of the opportunities and benefits offered by the adoption of this versatile and simple technique. Such research can raise awareness on the value of PM as QI method and inform its practical implementation.

To date, no exploratory study on the use of PM in healthcare based on a systematic analysis of practice has been conducted. There is therefore a need to explore the evidence of benefits and challenges of PM use in order to support its adoption in healthcare.

In this study, we investigated the use of PM in a sample of QI projects conducted by improvement teams in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) to understand the main benefits achieved by the use of
PM in healthcare practice as well as the main success factors of PM within QI projects.

**Methods**

We designed the study in the form of inductive qualitative methods. We used an iterative study design characterized by cycles of simultaneous data collection and analysis.46

**Setting**

This work was conducted within the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care Northwest London programme (CLAHRC NWL). This aims to improve the quality of care and patients outcomes by supporting the effective translation of research evidence into practice in the NHS and social care.47,48

**Ethics**

The study was reviewed and approved by the NHS Health Research Authority (IRAS project ID 188851). All respondents gave their informed consent to participate in the interviews. Participation was voluntarily and confidentiality protected. Participants were identified by peer nomination and recruited through email.

**Sampling**

Data were collected by purposively sampling QI projects and interviews’ participants on theoretical grounds.49,50

The sampling strategy aimed to maximize the variation between QI projects and interviews’ participants.51

Sampling and analysis continued until data saturation was reached.46,52

Observations of PM workshops conducted during the sampled QI projects were also performed when the project team agreed.

**QI projects sampling.** QI projects were selected from a pool of 22 CLAHRC NWL QI projects, which last 20 months and cover a range of healthcare interventions (online Appendix).

Eight QI projects adopting PM techniques were selected to represent different care settings (primary, secondary, community or a combination) and levels of complexity of the process under investigation (online Appendix). We used the process complexity as criterion for our sampling because as mentioned in Introduction, the level of complexity may influence the benefits of PM perceived by team members and the challenges that they may encounter during a QI project. The level of complexity was assessed according to two dimensions53: (i) the number of organizational units involved in the process being mapped (e.g. different hospital departments); (ii) the number of different professional groups involved in the process being mapped. The resulting classification of QI projects was agreed among the research team and verified by key informants, including project leaders and QI experts from CLAHRC, project managers, clinical leaders and other team members.

**Interviews’ participants and PM exercises’ observations sampling.** Sampling from team was performed to provide a broad range of relevant perspectives and to increase generalizability of findings.51

Key informants were asked to identify QI team members for interview with different roles in the QI project and different backgrounds (e.g. project managers, physicians, patients), as well as their experience of PM (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Interviewees.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People interviewed Code Previous experience with PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 1 Project officer P1, PR. OFFICER Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Service user P1, SERV. USER Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Data analyst P1, ANALYST Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 QI expert P1, QI EXPERT Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM facilitator P1, FACILITATOR Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 6 Project manager P2, PR. MANAGER Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Clinical leader P2, CLIN. LEAD Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 QI researcher P2, RESEARCHER Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Clinical leader P2, CLIN. LEAD No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Nurse P2, NURSE No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 11 Clinical leader P3, CLIN. LEAD Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Service user P3, SERV. USER No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 PM facilitator P3, FACILITATOR No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 QI expert P3, QI EXPERT No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 15 Service user P4, SERV. USER No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Pharmacist P4, PHARMACIST Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Clinical leader P4, CLIN. LEAD Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 18 Project manager P5, PR. MANAGER1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Project manager P5, PR. MANAGER2 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 20 PM facilitator P6, FACILITATOR No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 PM facilitator P6, FACILITATOR Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 22 Project manager P7, PR. MANAGER Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 23 Project manager P8, PR. MANAGER No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM: process mapping; QI: quality improvement.
**Data collection**

Data were collected by two authors (GA, LL) between March 2016 and October 2016 from multiple sources, including interviews, project documents (project application forms, process maps, project review minutes and notes, project progress and final reports, project presentations), observations, and focus groups. The timeline of QI projects and data collection is represented in the online Appendix.

At the start of the research, informal conversations and two focus groups were held to identify the main issues that the QI teams were experiencing with PM, clarify the study research questions, identify project characteristics required for theoretical sampling and developing the interview guide. The latter was also informed by literature and progressively refined during the study.

Twenty-three semi-structured interviews were conducted by two interviewers. Interviews took about 45–60 min each and were conducted primarily in person (two telephone and two Skype). The themes explored included: participants’ experience of PM, the way in which PM was used in the project and for which purpose, its contribution to the success of the initiative, key elements that helped the PM exercise as well as problems and challenges related to its use. Interviews were audio recorded, anonymized and transcribed by independent professional transcriptionists.

Semi-structured observations of three PM sessions from two QI projects (P5, P7) were conducted to capture real-time data with the objective to gain a sense of how process maps were generated as well as how participants were behaving and interacting. The choice of the three PM sessions to observe was opportunistic, as only three PM sessions were conducted within the sampled QI projects during the observation period for which permission to observe was granted. Observation notes were taken during the PM sessions, and then transcribed and discussed among the research team. A large amount of documentation produced during all the stages of CLAHRC projects was also analysed in order to have access to projects’ details and other relevant contextual information. Observations and documentation were used only to document and corroborate interview data, which was the main input to data analysis.

**Data analysis**

Qualitative data analysis was guided by constant comparative techniques. NVivo software was used for the analysis of the interviews. One author (GA) started to become familiarized with the interviews’ text by reading (and re-reading) the transcriptions and developed preliminary open codes. Two authors in parallel (GA, LL) progressively combined preliminary codes into sub-categories, and then grouped these into broader categories. The code structure was iteratively developed as further interviews were added to the dataset. The core categorical scheme that emerged was then applied to all the dataset. During this process, the analysis was documented in Memos with explicit links to source text. Links between categories and emerging themes were progressively developed and agreed among authors to check for consistency and validation.

Emerging themes were progressively refined by comparing evidence from data with existing literature exploring in particular: the influence of context factors on the success of healthcare improvement, methodological literature and practical guidelines on PM in healthcare and non-healthcare field, and PM success factors derived from a structured analysis of real projects outside the healthcare setting.

**Findings**

Results are presented according to: (i) benefits of PM within QI projects, (ii) success factors and challenges of PM within QI projects.

**Benefits of PM within QI projects**

The benefits related to the use of PM are grouped in eight major subcategories as detailed in Table 2 along with representative quotations.

According to interviewees, the main benefits of PM in healthcare are its capacity to break down the complexity of healthcare processes and provide a shared understanding of the reality amongst a composite group of stakeholders (Table 2. a). In the analysed QI projects, PM was usually (7/8 projects) conducted during facilitated multidisciplinary workshops. In many cases, this was the first time that health professionals working on the same care process talked each other:

> It’s a very useful stakeholder exercise, and people who maybe don’t usually meet (...). I think the greatest value is in the stakeholders all being in the same room and sharing their experience. (P2, CLIN. LEAD1)

Our data show that PM acts as a means to gather a realistic vision of reality from different stakeholder perspectives (including patients) and enables the identification of improvement opportunities by adopting a system view (Table 2. a, b, f).

People joining the PM exercise also stated that visually representing the process through Process Maps, was very helpful to support multidisciplinary communication during the process map generation and later during the project. The physical representation of processes was
Table 2. The benefits of process mapping for QI project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Representative quotation(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **a. Break down the complexity and gather a shared understanding of the reality** | Better understanding of how the process actually works. **What happened in a lot of these meetings is that people assume a lot, and then realize actually maybe it doesn’t work in that way.** (P1, QI EXPERT, SCIENTIST)  
Shared understanding of reality between the different process stakeholders. **Without the process map we wouldn’t have understood that the nurses and the doctors were doing the same thing, we wouldn’t have understood that they were recording it in all different places an that they didn’t know what each other was doing.** (P3, FACILITATOR)  
Break down process complexity. **It was able to make a very complex service quite simple when it’s in a process map, so it’s a lot easier to see and understand.** (P2, NURSE)  
Understanding the process and identify the value from the patient’s perspective. **A very sound methodology (…) based on reality. By reality I mean both the physical and psychological reality for a patient.** (P4, SERV. USER) |
| **b. Identify gaps and improvement opportunities adopting a system perspective** | Identification of gaps and improvement opportunities across different organizations and care settings. **You can see what’s wrong with the system, and you can actually start seeing things that you could change in a better way (…) you know why these things are not happening, so you can actually start thinking about solutions in a more pragmatic way.** (P1, QI EXPERT)  
Design of a new process. **This was brainstorming how it would look, I guess, rather than mapping an existing process.** (P6, FACILITATOR2)  
Make a compromise within the team and find shared solutions. **Instead of having just on-going arguments and discussions we actually managed to get in a solution (…) it allows solutions, it allowed us to say, OK, you have been here debating this for the last 25 minutes so what are we doing? Instead of just leaving it in the air (…) if you are writing a process and people just can’t get to an agreement they need to (…) that pressure (…) allows for them to have an agreement.** (P2, PR. MANAGER) |
| **c. Engage stakeholders in the project** | Enhance stakeholders’ engagement in the project. **The reason why I started immediately with that tool was because I had so many different people that I had to engage (…) and also I felt like the team didn’t really know what they were doing and how they fit within the purpose of the actual project.** (P2, PR. MANAGER) |
| **d. Identify and align project’s objectives and fit intervention to the context** | A key starting point for improvement projects allowing the scope, desired objectives and boundaries to be identified. **I did find it to be beneficial because it set the scene and it was a great beginning discussion point as to what areas we need to look at.** (P4, PHARMACIST)  
Fit the improvement intervention to the specific local context. **I think it’s also helpful in thinking about how your intervention fits into the current system (…) you need to adapt your intervention in order to fit better with the current system (…) and I think PM helps to do that** (P6, FACILITATOR1) |
| **e. Identify responsibilities and monitor project progress** | Understand who has the ownership of the different parts of the project and identify responsibilities for improvement. **For me it was a little bit about ownership and really identifying the roles that people had within the process (…) have a wider picture of where people were integrated within the services (…) it was not only about understanding what was happening and how the system was working (…) but also understanding who owned that specific part of process (…) it was a tool and a way of saying, OK, you’re responsible about this, what are you going to do to make it better?** (P2, PR. MANAGER)  
Keep the emphasis on project progress. **It’s also a way of recording what you’re doing and looking back and saying, oh, we did this, oh, this is how this was in the beginning, now look at how it is now (…) It allows the comparison of what you were before or what they were at the start and how it, things are being delivered now.** (P2, PR. MANAGER) |
| **f. Learning** | Learning about good practices and ‘system-thinking’. **An exercise in bringing all together, allowing everyone to have ideas and allowing people to meet and share some good practices.** (P2, CLIN. LEAD1) |
| **g. Increased empathy** | Increased empathy between professional groups and learn about people. **In the process mapping exercise, the social workers explained to the nurses why they had to have an OT assessment (…) and the nurses didn’t realize that, but there was tension between the two beforehand (…) and the nurses were going, oh so that’s why you keep going on wanting an OT assessment, I didn’t know, oh well we will try.** (P3, FACILITATOR) |

(continued)
also useful to help disseminate and document the process after the project completion (Table 2. h).

According to PM participants, the use of PM in the early stages of a project allowed to effectively engage process stakeholders by involving them in the identification and refinement of project’ objectives. This helped QI projects' teams to align project’ objectives with individual objectives, gain a better understanding of roles and responsibilities, and to adapt the improvement intervention to fit better with the local context (Table 2. c,d, e). Team members also reported that the use of PM throughout the different stages of the QI projects allowed to monitor progress and further inform change actions (Table 2. f).

Finally, interviewees reported that the social interaction of process stakeholders during the PM exercise helped increase empathy between professional groups and to decrease the resistance to change, thus allowing participants to reach agreement and arrive at a shared solution (Table 2b, g).

Everybody has an opinion and those opinions are expressed and at the end of the meeting we’ve found a solution. (P1, SERV. USER)

Instead of having just ongoing arguments and discussions we actually managed to get a solution and in that way that’s what felt about the process map. (P2, PR. MANAGER)

**Success factors of PM within QI projects**

Following the analysis of empirical data and their comparison with established literature (**Data analysis**), we have identified five factors related to successful PM exercises: (i) simple and appropriate visual representation, (ii) information gathered from multiple stakeholders, (iii) facilitator’s experience and soft skills, (iv) basic training, (v) iterative use of PM throughout the project.

Each PM success factor, along with examples of quotations from interviews, is described below.

**Simple and appropriate visual representation.** The visual representation of the process map emerged as a very important factor not only to engage participants and support the debate during PM workshops, but also for its further use during the project, such as feedback and validation, or dissemination to different organizational levels. Our data suggested that the simplicity of the methods used is crucial for stakeholder engagement, in particular clinical staff.

I think one should not make it too technical for participants, otherwise it’s actually off putting. Most people in healthcare, like myself and busy clinicians, want to be able to just put out our ideas as commissioners rather than being forced to adopt kind of certain project management rules, they’re very off putting for some people. (P2, CLIN. LEAD1)

Interviewees reported that it is important to provide a representation which is simple, understandable and appropriate to its use. Team members, and in particular project managers, also reported that for an effective PM exercise, it is important to map a process to a level of detail and using modelling language which are appropriate to the audience.

The language needs to make sense to the team you’re talking to (…) What I like sometimes is actually when I need to share it with wider people like project managers, then it is good to use the standard signage for process mapping (…) What I find important is ‘de-scaring’ people (…) If I’m working with the local nursing team, I don’t want it to look too professional … So if I would do it with the local nursing team on a ward, I would maybe actually do it by hand (…) If I’m doing pretty boxes and layout, (…) possibly my nursing team on the ward will say, gosh, I never have the time to do something like that, so I can’t do process mapping. (P7, PR. MANAGER)

Information gathered from multiple stakeholders. Different data sources (stakeholders, databases, documentation)
and data collection methods (observations, interviews) may be adopted to build a process map. However, in our sample QI projects, participants pointed to the experience of people who actually do the work as the main information source.

They’ve [facilitators] got to be able to explain and facilitate and document and capture what’s being discussed, but the thing to make sure you actually get the right information is having the right people. So it’s about their knowledge, the team structure, basically those things. (P4, CLIN. LEAD)

According to participants, team members do not need to have a deep knowledge of PM techniques. It is important, instead, that they know the process that is going to be mapped. Ensuring the right people are engaged, who know the different parts of the process and have diverse perspectives on it, plays a key role in gathering the right information and providing a realistic picture of how the process actually works.

The involvement of stakeholders who can provide insights into actual practices is therefore essential to build a shared understanding between participants. However, many challenges were experienced in releasing staff from their daily responsibilities and engaging them in PM sessions.

It’s always a challenge to persuade people it’s worthwhile giving up the time to do it, yeah, because you’re taking them away from clinical and patient facing time. (P3, FACILITATOR)

The involvement of patients was also considered to be very important, as they are at the centre of care processes and incorporating their perspective in the service analysis and improvement is fundamental. The PM workshops should therefore be organized to encourage attendance and effective participation, by scheduling meetings at convenient times and holding them in a pleasant venue.

Facilitator’s experience and soft skills. While facilitators’ deep knowledge of the process being mapped was not perceived as important to the success of the PM exercise, their experience with PM was reported as crucial.

You need somebody who is clearly experienced in the methodology, particularly if you’re working with a group such as us who haven’t really done any formal quality improvement. (P2, CLIN. LEAD)

Experienced facilitators were seen as able to gather different perspectives by encouraging the expression of diverse opinions and managing power dynamics within the group so everybody had the opportunity to contribute without being judged or criticized. This required a relaxed atmosphere to ensure people are pleased to spend their time working together, sharing ideas and learning.

So sometimes people can be far too serious about things, and to have a little bit of fun with it, and to have a little bit of laughter brought in, and it helps everybody I think because they all feel good about what they’re doing. (P1, SERV. USER)

Interviewees believed that it was extremely important for the facilitator to establish an appropriate communication strategy. This would help to incentivize participation by busy clinical staff by ensuring the team understood why it was worthwhile for them to participate in the PM exercise and the value of their contributions. This was even more relevant if the team had no experience of QI and was therefore sceptical about its benefits.

Clinicians are very time poor people and investing two or three hours in a process that they haven’t quite understood why they should be wanting to do this will make it fail. Whereas (…) getting people to understand that it’s time consuming but worthwhile is a challenge, therefore a good facilitator to take that through, is incredibly crucial to the process. (P2, CLIN. LEAD)

A good facilitator would use a simple and pragmatic approach during the PM workshop and language that is as near as possible to that of participants, in order to maintain attention and stimulate participation. Physically drawing the process map on paper during the meeting was found to be useful in supporting the discussion and helping people to break down the process complexity. Generic charting software were instead used for creating a neat representation of the process map. This was reported to facilitate feedback to the frontline staff and management, both for validation and dissemination.

Basic training. Team members (with the exception of facilitators) demonstrated scarce knowledge of the range of charting software available and of the PM techniques. According to team members interviewed, training should be straightforward in order to allow people with no QI background (and little time) to understand the main concepts of PM. Providing practical examples to clarify the meaning of PM symbols to be used in the session was found to be useful to this aim.

Iterative use of PM throughout the project. Interviewees believed that the continuous revision and
use of PM throughout the project is a fundamental requirement for its effective use within a QI project.

I actually think that if you had somebody doing that who doesn’t know what they’re doing and isn’t going to put the work in afterwards and isn’t going to use the map with the team afterwards, it’s a waste of time (…) let’s map and then let’s constantly use that map, let’s remind ourselves why this is the intervention that we’re looking at. (P3, FACILITATOR)

Discussion

This work is the first empirical study exploring the use of PM in healthcare throughout a rigorous analysis of QI practice. Using a rich qualitative dataset based on the experience reported by a range of QI team members, we have identified the main benefits of PM within QI projects and success factors supporting its effective use.

Taking the PM process as a whole, in which the development of the process map is only one step, it emerges that there are benefits attributable to PM that may not be as readily apparent. In particular, our findings suggest that the main benefits derived from the use of PM within healthcare QI projects are not related to the graphical representation of the process, but to the social interactions between participants during all the PM process. In a health care context, this social role played by PM is maybe especially important due to the high number of participants typically involved in care processes, each with diverse motivations and specific knowledge of the process under analysis. Enhancing communication and gathering consensus among process stakeholders through their full and informed involvement is therefore a key success factor for the successful implementation of improvement projects.32,39

Our research corroborates previous findings highlighting how PM serves a crucial role within healthcare as an ‘ice-breaker’, fostering communication among healthcare professionals with highly specialized clinical knowledge and different representations of or attitudes towards the process in question.57,58 These findings confirm previous theories about QI implementation and change management in healthcare pointing to the need for consistent control over project progress and the importance of defining shared objectives and enhancing stakeholder engagement by involving them in the early stages of projects.59–61

Compared to existing healthcare literature on PM7,18–20 mainly developed by QI experts and practitioners, this study has been informed by investigation of empirical cases, focusing on stakeholders with different perspectives and roles in PM exercises. This has allowed aspects overlooked by prior literature to emerge. For example, QI team members have reported how involvement in the PM exercise helped them to increase their knowledge about this technique and their empathetic connection with colleagues and other healthcare professionals working in the same process.

Our findings are aligned with previous QI research reporting on the influence of contextual factors on the success of QI projects. We have enriched these findings by highlighting specific issues related to the use of PM, as drawn from actual team experience.34

We found that effective use of QI methods within complex multi-stakeholder healthcare systems is influenced not only by the methods used to conduct a PM exercise (techniques, tools, data collection, etc.), but also by the context in which they are used.

For example, we found that as knowledge and practice related to care processes is fragmented across different organizations and professional groups, involvement in the PM exercise of the right people is key.

As a consequence, the role of PM facilitators also emerges as much more significant in healthcare compared to findings from the existing literature, which focuses on other industries.44 Their capacity to breakdown the complexity of healthcare processes and align the scope of the exercise with the scope of the project is perceived as very important for guiding QI teams that often have no previous experience of these techniques. Together with technical knowledge about PM techniques, soft skills of facilitators emerge as crucial for involving and motivating stakeholders across organizational boundaries.

Moreover, our findings reveal that while for the team members a deep knowledge of PM techniques is not perceived as essential, previous experience with QI methods is a relevant success factor. This confirms findings in research on QI41 that highlight how previous experience positively impacts not only on the technical knowledge of PM methods, but also on the engagement of the team in the project, as it increases awareness of the benefits that are achievable.

From a practical perspective, this study helps to increase the healthcare community’s awareness of the benefits that a versatile and simple tool such as PM could provide if appropriately used throughout QI projects. In doing so, it encourages healthcare practitioners to use PM within QI projects and highlights relevant aspects to take into consideration to improve the adoption of PM in practice.

Limitations

The main limitation of this work is that most of the projects included in the study have used the same methodological approach to PM, based on multi-stakeholders meetings to generate the process maps. In only one project (P8), the
process map was drawn by the QI team using data from observations. Further research is needed to test whether our findings hold in QI projects developed by teams using different approaches to conducting the PM exercise, for example by following the patients, or when PM is used within other techniques such as six-sigma or lean.

Within our QI project cases, in order to increase generalizability of the findings, our sampling strategy sought to develop a comprehensive understanding of the use of PM from different perspectives, by interviewing multiple stakeholders with different roles in each project and with different backgrounds.

Another limitation of this study is the potential for social desirability bias of responses, as some participants may have responded in ways that were seen as more desirable to CLAHRC NWL researchers they were familiar with (JR and LL). This bias was mitigated by the fact that the main researcher responsible for participants’ recruitment and data collection (GA) was new to CLAHRC NWL and unknown to the majority of interviewees.

Interviewer bias could also have influenced respondents’ experience and distorted the outcome of the interview. This bias was reduced by the use of fixed-wording questions and of two interviewers with different backgrounds and training.52,63

As PM is often part of a broader improvement initiative, participants’ experience could have been influenced by the wider complex context of the change process.51 We have addressed this risk in the analysis phase and designed interviews questions to specify areas of interest.

Many research techniques were used to limit bias in the analysis phase and ensure trustworthiness and validity of results.64,65 These included audiorecording and independent professional preparation of the transcripts, a rigorous documentation of analysis, persistent and prolonged engagement with data, peer debriefing, data and analytic triangulation.49 For example, the use of observations balanced the retrospective nature of interviews and the involvement of QI experts in focus groups conducted during the study (from the definition of the research question to the validation of results) helped to guide the analysis and further validate findings. Moreover, the diverse background of researchers, including experienced improvement scientists, ensured multiple perspective and consistency of results.

Conclusions

There is no single recipe-book of PM techniques to ensure success – its use in practice depends heavily on the scope of the project, on the setting and organizational and behavioural aspects. However, PM project team members reported that PM was a pivotal tool when applied iteratively through the lifecycle of healthcare QI projects. The more complex a process, the more the clinical and organizational knowledge about it is likely to be fragmented, and the more likely that stakeholder objectives and interests may conflict. In these circumstances, QI projects are especially likely to benefit from PM.

These features, together with the relative ease of the method, make PM a promising technique in healthcare improvement, where more sophisticated techniques and techniques often fail.
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